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INTRODUCTION

It’s quite a soft touch to use Copland’s Rodeo as an example of AoS4’s Western classical tradition since 1910 

in the new AQA GCSE specification. Certainly softer than, say, a Maxwell Davies or Bartók score, both of which 

feature in the unfamiliar music for that Area of Study. Copland’s writing, though, gives an excellent introduction 

to the use of a larger orchestra for those new to the genre, not least because of its relative economy and clear-

cut textures. There are plenty of intricacies for the more advanced learner to enjoy as well. It’s a canny choice 

for ensuring good levels of differentiation.

This resource is about providing context for Rodeo’s runaway success in 1942, and appreciating the suite as 

part of Copland’s other orchestral output and overall development in style. It will comprise:

 � an overview of Copland’s main compositional styles.

 � insights into how he uses the orchestra.

 � ‘Americanism’ and how to identify it.

 � Copland’s music for dance, and why his style suits ballet so well.

 � the three populist ballets.

 � the commission, story and structure of Rodeo.

 � detailed analysis of ‘Saturday Night Waltz’ and ‘Hoe-Down’.

COPLAND BEGINS HIS MUSICAL JOURNEY

Aged just 11, Aaron Copland attempted his first opera. It was only seven bars long, but it was enough to 

persuade his parents to provide him with piano lessons. Until then he had been taught by his sister, Laurine, 

and his main exposure to music had been at Jewish weddings. His four siblings and mother provided a chaotic 

but encouraging environment while his father, a Russian Jewish immigrant and businessman, observed at a 

distance.

Aged 15, Copland had started attending concerts and operas more regularly, and having heard the flamboyant 

pianist-composer Jan Paderewski perform, he announced his serious desire to become a composer. Lessons 

were sought with the eminent composition tutor of the day, Rubin Goldmark, who had also given a few lessons 

to George Gershwin – the first of a series of connections between the two composers.

To their credit, Copland’s parents took his musical calling seriously. From the start he had the bearing of an 

academic and composer.

Paris and Nadia Boulanger

The traditional route from here would have been to go to music college, but Copland enrolled instead on a 

summer course in the grand chateau of Fontainebleau, on the outskirts of Paris. It was a newly established 

course, particularly aimed at those outside of France wishing to learn more about the phenomenon that was 

the Parisian musical scene at the time (the early 1900s). Like his fellow students, Copland was enthralled by 

the radical new sounds of Debussy, Ravel and Stravinsky, all of whom were based in the city, and who had 

turned it into an exciting centre of artistic invention.

Copland 
pronounced it 
‘RO-dee-o’, not ‘ro-
DAY-o’.

Copland’s dates are 
easy to remember: 
1900-1990.

The Coplands’ 
surname was 
originally ‘Kaplan’, 
but was changed on 
immigration to the 
USA.

Later on, he was to 
be nicknamed the 
‘dean of American 
classical music’, 
reflecting his 
professorial look and 
manner.
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Copland was the first American composer there to study under the now famous pedagogue Nadia Boulanger. 

She was to have an immeasurable influence on him, and on several generations of American composers, 

including:

 � Virgil Thomson

 � Walter Piston

 � Roy Harris

 � Elliott Carter

 � Philip Glass

Boulanger immersed her students in the techniques and forms of past European masters, while showing 

enthusiasm for individual exploration and new ideas. Copland was in awe of her and often spoke of his 

indebtedness to her rigorous yet enthusiastic approach. He wrote in 1930:

‘The confidence she had in my talents and her belief in me were at the very least flattering and 
more – they were crucial to my development at this time of my career.’

He went to Paris for three months and ended up staying three years. It was a hugely formative time, mixing 

with poets, painters and writers as well as like-minded musicians. At one point, he even met a very aged Saint-

Saëns. As he says in this revealing interview, ‘Not many people can say they’ve shaken the hand of someone 

born in 1834.’

Back to America in 1924

It was in Paris that Copland met a fellow Russian Jew and conductor-impresario, Serge Koussevitzky, who 

gave him his first break when he returned to America in 1924. Copland managed to secure a commission for 

his Symphony for Organ and Orchestra. Listening to the subtle colours and classical restraint, you can hear 

that the composer was still very much under French influence, with deliberate nods to Fauré and Ravel.

And yet there is an unrestrained quality to it as well, a delight in rhythms and playfulness that would become 

part of Copland’s trademark style. Throughout his life, Copland avoided dwelling too much on darker colours, 

saying he ‘didn’t connect with agony – nor alienation’. His motto was to let his music express the wonder of 

being alive:

‘In this ephemeral life, composing is about setting down some permanent statement about what 
it feels like to live now, today.’ Quoted in Copland: A Portrait, TV documentary (1995)

Jazz and Gershwin

The biggest American name in the concert hall when Copland returned to New York was George Gershwin. Two 

months before Copland came home, Gerswhin’s Rhapsody in Blue had been premiered, and the charismatic 

star of Broadway was the talk of the city. Although the composers were diplomatic on the subject, there was 

an unspoken rivalry as both of them vied for public attention. Copland envied Gershwin’s fluency in lighter 

commercial styles and his broad popular appeal, and Gershwin wanted to emulate the gravitas and formal 

training of Copland.

THE BOULANGER METHOD

Boulanger would insist on a flawless grasp of counterpoint and form. She would get her students 
to sing countersubjects as they played one line of a fugue, improvise chorales and motets, and 
re-harmonise at sight.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WDYa8T83A4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=StjRTrR9A0g
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One reflection of this was Copland’s own forays into jazzier territories. Here’s Copland playing his 1926 Piano 

Concerto as a reminder of how good a pianist he was.

If you compare this with Gerswhin’s Piano Concerto from the previous year, there are direct parallels. Whereas 

Gershwin’s Concerto oozes charm, with a medley of hit melodies and a bounce to its step, Copland gives a 

more abstracted view of jazz, taking elements of its style – sweeping melodies, feisty rhythms – and putting 

them in a neo-classical form that recalls Stravinsky.

Another of Copland’s jazz-inspired works from this period is the Music for Theatre of 1925. Along with the Piano 

Concerto, it signalled an important break from his European influences and contains some of ‘Americanisms’ 

of his future style:

 � bluesy wind solos.

 � dance rhythms in the strings and percussion.

 � simple melodic structures.

 � chamber textures and economic scoring.

 � playful harmonies – tonal but with some discord.

Have a listen to the ‘Burlesque’ movement, for example, with the composer himself conducting.

The other, ‘serious’ side

Copland saw jazz as an important fund of American music, and as a source of native artistic thought and 

expression. He was drawn to its rhythmic complexities and to the angular melodic lines of bebop. He also 

loved the sounds of Latin America and admired the nationalism of composer Carlos Chávez. All of these 

influences were subsumed into his language.

His training in Europe and his love for Stravinsky meant he was still keen to explore modernism. This creative 

tension, between the populist composer and the modernist, was one that shaped his career.

In the same year that he wrote the Music for Theatre, he also produced the more esoteric and demanding 

Piano Variations. This was his first solo piano piece to be accepted into the classical canon and repertoire 

of the modern soloist. The conductor Leonard Bernstein, who was a mentee and lifelong friend of Copland, 

commented that these variations were ‘so prophetic, harsh and wonderful, so full of modern feeling and 

thinking.’

You can listen to Copland’s Piano Variations with the score here. The theme’s contours and accents alone are 

revealing. Copland asks the pianist to ‘strike each note sharply’ and deliberately. This is a piece that demands 

close listening and an open mind, probably more open than most of the conservative concert-going public 

in east-coast America at the time. The conductor of the New York Symphony Orchestra, Walter Damrosch, 

colourfully captured what was probably the public reaction to Copland’s uncompromising style, saying: ‘If he 

can write like that at 23, in five years he’ll be ready to commit murder!’

1929 the birth of the American sound

When the Great Depression hit in 1929, the feel-good factor of the 1920s disappeared overnight. Some 

composers were more drawn to intellectual ruminations that somehow picked up on the bleakness of the times. 

But others, Copland included, went the other way. They saw their role to provide music that could entertain and 

help people escape their misery. For Copland, that meant a new level of simplicity:

PORTFOLIO MUSICIAN

In his later years, once he had taken ‘early retirement’ from composing, Copland also turned to 
conducting. He also authored two books on how to listen to music and was a popular lecturer at 
Harvard University and across the USA.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vC3qQpyp4rI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vC3qQpyp4rI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDxKtkkbE7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y74pNvG8hUI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1-vIw_M-Qg
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‘It seemed to me that we composers were in danger of working in a vacuum. I felt it was worth the effort to see 

if I couldn’t say what I had to say in the simplest possible terms. As I see it, music that is born complex is not 

inherently better or worse than music that is born simple.’

By the 1930s, America’s main three composers had begun to find their particular strengths and niche in the 

classical market. Copland was more drawn to free-form works and solo piano; Virgil Thomson emerged as 

the more successful opera composer (starting with his Four Saints in Three Acts in 1928); and Roy Harris had 

begun his set of symphonies.

They were alike in their acknowledgement that, particularly in those dark times, the public needed music that 

reminded them of the rural heart of America, of the healing beauty of nature, and of values beyond the greed 

of the city. In his film scores, Virgil Thomson had already captured the openness and splendid isolation of the 

great plains of the West. His score for 1938 documentary film The River has many of the features that Copland 

was going to use in his own American sound:

 � lyrical, slow-spun melodies.

 � spare texture, often relying on two-point counterpoint.

 � solo wind instruments used plaintively.

 � muted trumpet as the voice of the ‘lone frontiersman’.

 � hymnal strings with open voicing, with 4ths and 5ths prominent.

 � folk melodies and simple phrasing.

 � an underlying tone of optimism and hope.

Aside from Thomson’s influence, Copland was also drawn to the philosophy of functional music, or 

‘Gebrauchsmusik’, put forward by Paul Hindemith, an émigré German composer with whom he shared teaching 

duties at the new Tanglewood summer festival. Both agreed that music’s primary function was to appeal to and 

connect with its listenership, not deliberately to alienate them.

Ballets and film scores were perfect vehicles for that principle of ‘functionality’, and Copland was pleased to 

accept the commission to write Billy the Kid in 1938.

THE THREE POPULIST BALLETS

This first commission marked the beginning of Copland’s populist ‘middle period’ of 1935 to 1950. He started it 

in relative poverty, unable to afford the train tickets to hear own work premiered, and ended it as a celebrated 

Pulitzer Prize-winner.

Billy the Kid opened in Chicago in 1938 and was well received. Copland made wide use of cowboy tunes in 

his score, including the curiously named ‘Whoopee ti yi yo, get along little dogies’. This was music that an 

audience could readily associate with, and not without a good degree of sentimentality. Coupled with Eugene 

Loring’s folksy, unfussy choreography, its appeal was assured.

A few years later, in 1942, choreographer Agnes de Mille approached Copland to repeat the formula in another 

tale of the Midwest, Rodeo, the detailed story of which will be given shortly. It was an even greater success 

and established Copland firmly as a composer of the people. It was at this time that he was also writing his 

most openly patriotic works, against the backdrop of American soldiers joining the war effort. Fanfare for 

the Common Man touched a nerve for its wartime listeners, as did the Lincoln Portrait in 1942, an uplifting 

piece for orchestra and a narrator (who recites from Abrahams Lincoln’s addresses and nation-building 

documents). Here is a performance with Aaron Copland in the narrator role, with his favourite collaborator, 

Leonard Bernstein, on the podium.

The irony that this iconic music about the Wild West was written mainly in Paris by the son of Lithuanian 
Jew has often been noted. The music, of course, transcends the cultural boundaries of its maker. 
And Copland’s life story reflects the American dream, in its way. He was as qualified to capture the 
American sound as any other.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpz0XI6U97U&t=69s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iu-AKF4PEeQ
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Two years later, Copland completed the trilogy with Appalachian Spring, this time commissioned by 

choreographer Martha Graham, who had already set his Piano Variations to dance in 1931. The powerful 

combination of Graham’s expressive contemporary style and Copland’s simple yet subtle score won the 

composer the Pulitzer Prize in 1945.

Copland and dance

There is something about the Copland’s musical language that particularly lends it to dance and ballet. Perhaps 

it is a combination of:

 � its directness and sense of internal story, however abstract.

 � the foregrounding of rhythm.

 � the gentle gestures and length of line.

 � the clear punctuation and ‘readable’ phrase lengths.

 � the balance of stasis and movement.

 � its joyful energy, inspired by jazz, Americana and Latin American styles.

COPLAND’S RODEO

When Agnes de Mille approached Copland with the commission from the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo to write 

Rodeo, their first conversations did not go well. In fact, she told him to ‘go straight to hell’ after he scoffed at her 

lightweight story, which she subtitled ‘The Courting at Burnt Ranch’. Having just done a cowboy tale, Copland 

was not inclined to repeat the formula and anxious not to get pigeonholed into one sound – even though it 

served him and his career very well.

Agnes de Mille explained that the story was essentially a girl-gets-boy, with her playing the lead as an out-of-

luck cowgirl. ‘Well, it isn’t Hamlet,’ she admitted – and it was probably at this moment that Copland laughed 

her out of the room.

However, he obviously reconsidered, and invited her back the following day for a reconciliatory cup of tea. 

Their frankness with each other helped cement a strong creative partnership that resulted in one of the most 

popular ballets in the American repertoire.

MCCARTHY MADNESS

Despite this overt patriotism, Copland was still later hauled in for interrogation by Joseph McCarthy, 
the paranoid senator from Wisconsin who led the anti-communist purge. This was due to alleged 
collusion with left-leaning artists dating back to his Paris years, as well as his open support for Dmitri 
Shostakovich (who, again, was actually no friend of the Communist state, although that fact was lost 
on McCarthy’s stooges). Copland emerged bruised but essentially unscathed from all of this, and with 
his credentials as a patriot intact.

His Music for 
Theatre has also 
been set by six 
choreographers.

Apart from the three popular ballets named above, Copland also wrote Hear Ye Hear Ye in 1934 on a 
parodic courtroom tale, as well as an early work called Grohg in 1922 that was inspired by a German 
silent horror movie about a sorcerer who romances the living dead. This was later made into his Dance 
Symphony. He returned to dance in 1960 with his Dance Panels.

They agreed to 
think of it as ‘Taming 
of the Shrew with 
cowboys’ instead.
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The plot

Rodeo tells the story of a cowgirl who turns up at Burnt Ranch looking for love. She falls for the head rancher 

and tries to woo him, but in her manly attire of chaps and spurs, she doesn’t even manage to turn his eye.

In ‘Buckaroo Holiday’ she tries to impress him on the bucking bronco, but she’s thrown and subsequently 

ridiculed by the other girls, who are having more luck attracting the boys with more conventional eye-fluttering 

ways.

In ‘Corral Nocturne’, Agnes de Mille writes that the cowgirl ‘runs through the empty corrals intoxicated with 

space, her feet thudding in the stillness’. This is the height of her loneliness and despondency.

In ‘Saturday Night Waltz’, she manages to dance with the champion roper, and this catches the head rancher’s 

eye, at last. Jealousy follows its usual path.

The final ‘Hoe-Down’ brings all the company on stage, and this time the cowgirl puts on a pretty dress and 

gets her man. It’s not an original or very modern-spirited story, but it worked a treat, with a Hollywood ending 

to send everyone home smiling.

Agnes de Mille was drawn to keeping the company small, to emphasise the proud solitude of the early pioneers 

in the face of the vast wilderness that surrounded them.

Copland’s music perfectly captures both the solitude and the festive community spirit. As in Billy the Kid, 

he uses well-known Western songs to add local flavour and pathos, such as the ballad ‘Sis Joe’ in ‘Corral 

Nocturne’, ‘Old Paint’ in ‘Saturday Night Waltz’, and two square dances, ‘Bonyparte’ and ‘McLeod’s Reel’ in 

the ‘Hoe-Down’. Here’s ‘McLeod’s Reel’ in its original fiddle version.

For the ‘Four Dance Episodes’ he made for orchestra in 1944, Copland kept the majority of the original ballet 

music, cutting only five minutes. The score was lean enough as it was, the story worked well into a suite.

RIGHT STORY, RIGHT TIME

Agnes de Mille was well aware of the poignancy of having a simple story praising the pioneering spirit at a 

time when many young men were putting their lives on the line for the war effort. ‘All of that was in my work,’ 

she said in the 1995 TV documentary on Copland. ‘The story is about the ground of this country. Aaron got a 

great deal of that in the music.’

Copland’s years of plenty

The three ‘middle’ ballets, along with works such as the incidental music for Quiet City (1939) and Our Town 

(1940) or the Clarinet Concerto written for Benny Goodman (1946) and his Third Symphony of the same year, 

ensured Copland’s name remained in the public sphere until he died in 1990. They all share a lyricism and 

warmth of feeling, with varying degrees of astringency in the harmony. His scores are the equivalent of Ansel 

Adams’s epic landscapes, with the same veneration for the country and its multiple hues.

Copland’s name became synonymous with the ‘American sound’, and he was internationally more recognised 

than his colleagues, not least through a string of successful recordings. It wasn’t until the 1960s that a challenge 

to the broad strokes of his orchestral paintings came in the form of minimalism and a contrasting, more urban 

picture of America began to take shape.

There’s an interesting parallel between Copland’s high-spirited ‘Hoe-Down’ and the finale of Malcolm 
Arnold’s Four Scottish Dances, written in 1957. Both make use of a medley structure of Celtic reels, with 
plenty of idiomatic string-crossing and double-stopping, all set off by a lively pulse. You can listen to 
the Arnold Dances on Spotify here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUwINI2JZlg
http://anseladams.com
http://anseladams.com
https://open.spotify.com/track/1iBdG6BrqSeLvKAxx3AX1Z
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Copland’s final phase

This didn’t mean, however, that Copland stopped experimenting. The radical Fontainebleau spirit was still 

burning. In 1950 he adopted the 12-tone technique to create his Piano Quartet. This was followed by an 

ambitious project, an opera called The Tender Land (1954). It was a rare flop for the composer, and remained 

a problematic work throughout the rest of his career, much to his disappointment. He used a serialist approach 

to organise his final major work for piano, the Piano Fantasy of 1955, but by this time the academic community 

was embracing a far more severe and strict expression of serialism. Copland’s attempts at modernism fell 

between two posts – they were neither popular nor serious enough.

By the 1960s, Copland was winding down his composing and spending more time as a conductor, both of his 

own pieces and a wider repertoire. A few more tonal works appeared at that time, such as the neo-classical 

Nonet for strings, before a last fling with serialism in his two last major works for orchestra, Connotations 

(1962) and Inscape (1967). These were aimed mainly at the cultural elite, a mark in the sand to those who had 

accused him of becoming too commercial.

Among the more popular later works, interestingly, was a final dance piece, commissioned and choreographed 

by Jerome Robbins in 1963. Dance Panels picked up on the vitality and ‘western’ qualities of Rodeo with the 

added complexity and sprightliness of other smaller orchestral works, such as El salón México from the 1930s. 

The ‘Con brio’ ‘panel’ makes this comparison clear.

Even when not writing for dancers, Copland’s music seems to offer a natural invitation to dance. Rodeo lies 

at one end of the spectrum, where dance is celebrated in bright lights. But there is a fascinating route to be 

traced to this popular work in many of the other, non-ballet scores along the way.

ANALYSIS OF ‘SATURDAY NIGHT WALTZ’

Figure Commentary

Introduction  y The strings tune up ‘non legato’, with rustic double-stopping and jangly open 
strings.

1  y The first semitonal shift of many, G to G flat. Moving from those open strings to a 
flat key really broadens the sound.

 y The horns play with minor and major 3rds, a recurring intervallic motif.

2-3  y Simple tonic-dominant harmony to accompany ‘I ride my old paint’. Notice how 
lightly scored it is, with first violins just ghosting the end of the oboe’s phrases.

 y The accompaniment swaps subtly between 6/8 and 3/4.
 y Just before figure 3, the flute chirps on a 3rd, the motivic interval.
 y Look at how triadic or conjunct the movement of the tune is, and how much 

repetition is built into it – such typical features of folk song.

4  y Two bars of closing material before a middle section that passes briefly through 
related keys, including the relative minor. It’s really just a ‘middle eight’.

5  y The A section returns as expected with some simple countermelody on the flute.

6-10  y This C section feels like a free improvisation on the interval of a 3rd, picking up 
initially on the flute call from before. You can imagine the dancers being more 
static here, maybe just having casual conversation before reprising their waltz. 
Solo lines help give this sense of a conversation.

 y Although very triadic, the viola has a theme of sorts below that brings in a 
discord on its F sharp (bar after figure 8).

 y The trombone and bass clarinet sound rustic when exposed like this on their 
bass notes.

10-end  y The B section (or middle eight) returns to lead back to a forte final rendition of 
the waltz. Again, Copland shows restraint and keeps the orchestration sparse 
and simple.

https://open.spotify.com/track/6XlhD5pz3ugKfiTKeQJSQ9
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ANALYSIS OF ‘HOE-DOWN’
Figure Commentary

Opening-5  y All of this is introductory material for the first proper theme at figure 5, setting 
the mood and emphasising the off-beats. It’s either based on encircling a D 
or simple triads (around figure 1). Notice the ‘string-tuning’ material from the 
‘Saturday Night Waltz’ returns briefly here.

3  y After so many off-beats, this is resolutely on the beat.
 y Lots of folk fiddle effects here: double- or triple-stopping, pizzicato, playing at 

the heel.
 y The woodblock makes its first entrance here too. Copland loved the woodblock 

sound and used it in liberally in his Latin American music.

5  y After the initial semi-tonal riff on a D, the theme is in D pentatonic, with plenty 
of syncopation. It needs a nimble player on the xylophone!

6  y This is the B section, now bringing in the fourth degree of the scale and so 
breaking free from a major pentatonic. The bold 5ths on the brass and violas 
imitate the ‘string-tuning’ material from before.

7-8  y Parts A and B again, this time with B over a sturdy D pedal and timpani roll at 
figure 8.

9  y A surprise of B, spread ff over the entire orchestra, featuring two homorhythms. 
The bass note has risen to a G now, giving the harmony a lift out of D major for 
the first time. It’s a great, open-feeling extended chord: G maj7 add9.

10-11  y A section again, reaching its loudest point yet at four before figure 12.

12-15  y C section in G and A minor, itself comprising two themes (the second comes 
at figure 13).

 y After a lot of tutti passages, this is framed more as call-and-response between 
different instruments. It’s more playful and you can imagine it danced on the 
toes rather than the heel.

 y Rim shots replace the use of a woodblock for extra percussive colour.

15-16  y The piano makes its first surprise entry here for a D section which picks up on 
rhythms from before, this time in E major and then A major at figure 16 for yet 
another episode. Notice how each section is binary.

17-18  y After a raucous episode, there is a comical transition, a chromatic climb-down 
that feels like letting out the air. It crawls down to an E flat, to set up the same 
semitonal drop that started the dance (‘Saturday Night Waltz’ also ends in E 
flat). Going from a flat to a sharp key is like a quick dip in cold water.

19-21  y The AB binary theme from before comes back with full energy.

21-end  y Coda, which plays with sequences of off-beat twos and threes (after figure 22). 
It’s the equivalent of spinning around, disorientating the eye until, in the last six 
bars, stamping out the same steps in a bold line to finish.

 y ‘Cuivré’ in the horns means a ‘brassy’, bright and sassy sound. It’s like asking a 
singer to belt their voice.

 y The bass drum has been used very sparingly until the final emphatic stamps, 
for extra effect.


